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Abstract

The era of the Internet of Things brings complex-
ity and deployment costs in smart cities, particu-
larly in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Utilities
such as gas or water providers are keen on delegating
the management of the communications to special-
ized firms, namely WSN Operators, that will share
the WSN resource among their various clients. WSN
operators will use a functional architecture to man-
age the Service Level Agreements (SLAs), i.e. the
Quality of Service (QoS) clauses they contract with
their clients. WSN operators will need a robust and
reliable technology in order to guarantee QoS con-
straints in a wireless environment, as in the industrial
world. IEEE 802.15.4e Time Slotted Channel Hop-
ping (TSCH) [2] is one good candidate. Moreover,
the IETF experience in IP networks management is
an important input for monitoring and QoS control
over WSNs.

This article gives formal guidelines for the im-
plementation of a SLA architecture for operated
WSNs. It distinguishes the various formal algorithms
that are necessary to operate a WSN according to
SLAs, and determines which functional entities are
necessarily technology-dependent. Detailed exam-
ples of such entities are developed in an IPv6 over

IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH context, such as advocated in
the IETF 6TiSCH Working Group [13].

1 Introduction

Implementation of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
solutions with Quality of Service (QoS) becomes a ne-
cessity if a company aims at differentiating itself by
providing guaranteed connectivity and performances.
Moreover, because of the increasing traffic demands
and the complexity of deploying multiple superim-
posed WSN, the use of shared infrastructure among
multiple clients will be common sense. Thus, a WSN
operator that provides wireless sensor connectivity as
a resource to several clients, should be able to quan-
tify the resource usage to establish contract-based
business strategies.
In particular, smart cities radio environment is ever

denser, and the use of non dedicated frequency bands
makes it complex for clients and providers to contract
guarantees on the quality of the communication pro-
cess.
There exists a framework for this kind of contract:

the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [14]. SLAs set-
tle the terms of breach, degradation, and compliance
of the contracted clauses a client and an operator
agree upon. They also include the financial and tech-
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nical obligations (repayment, human interventions on
the WSN) corresponding to all the situations that can
occur.
We claim that a WSN operator will reduce cost

by sharing its infrastructure among several clients.
Yet, in order to manage all the clients applicative
traffics, this sharing requires a SLA architecture that
includes all the necessary functions for SLA Manage-
ment. Clients must obtain guarantees in terms of
network capacity, reliability, and delay.
The task is harder than in traditional wired net-

works because the radio medium is shared and no
longer static, and because of the constraints of the
sensor node (energy, memory, and processing capac-
ity). Frequent changes in the network have to be
monitored, and we must consider all layers at the
same time, because they are strongly dependent.
Management of SLAs requires features such as admis-
sion control or QoS monitoring, with more complex
models and algorithms.
Moreover, sensor nodes are energy-constrained.

The traffic load impacts the consumption of the nodes
and their longevity. When a WSN operator connects
new client nodes, it must be watchful in balancing the
traffic load: it has to avoid the depletion of nodes for
both itself and its clients.
We introduce a new SLA architecture, in which

WSN operator monitors, manages, visualizes and
grants its clients a personalized view on its network
behavior. It may detect, anticipate, and correct the
possible incidents. Non contracted usage of the re-
source can be controlled to preserve the others flows
and the energy of the nodes.
In this paper, we go in depth in the architecture

description and the functional entities. We highlight
the scientific issues concerning our SLA architecture
for WSNs. We also illustrate this architecture with
examples based on IEEE 802.15.4e [2].
Wireless links in a changing environment are unre-

liable [3]. The technology must be robust to guar-
antee durable levels of service. We propose the
use of IEEE802.15.4e Time Slotted Channel Hopping
(TSCH) where it is easy to differentiate flows, and
to have a relationship between the duty cycle of the
nodes (i.e. energy consumption) and the usage of
the network. The Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF), gathering expertise from academia and in-
dustry, is currently working on integrating this tech-
nology into the IP world, and take advantage of its
experience (e.g. monitoring mechanisms). Our con-
tribution fits in this context, defined by the IETF
Working Group 6TiSCH [13].
The contribution of this paper consists in providing

a formal view of the implementation of our new SLA
architecture proposal:

• We define the basic entities and their interac-
tions, that are requested to support SLA in the
context of WSN;

• We explain how to deal with the admission of
new flows on the WSN. We provide correspond-
ing heuristics;

• We discuss the real-time monitoring design and
we detail a framework for measures;

• We identify technology-dependent vs generic
items. We provide implementation examples in
the IETF 6TiSCH [13] open standard context
(IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH).

Next Section will provide the State-of-the-Art in
terms of SLAs, and especially on WSNs. We provide
the scenario and challenges that we address in Sec-
tion 3. We highlight the main features of our SLA
architecture, and a recommended implementation in
Section 4. Then, each functional entity is precisely
detailed in Section 5 before we conclude and evoke
future implementation perspectives.

2 Related work

2.1 Service Level Agreements in a

nutshell

When a client buys services from a Service Provider,
he expects them to be performed with the quality
they have been sold for. This is particularly true in
telecommunications, (e.g. on IP networks) where the
services need to be precisely defined between the op-
erator and the client. The contract describing techni-
cal and financial commitments of each party is named
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Figure 1: The lifecycle of Service Level Agreements.

a Service Level Agreement [14]. It also states the
penalties the operator has to pay in case of a breach.
Network operators, when signing SLAs, agree on col-
lecting performance metrics that will prove that the
contracted Quality of the Service is maintained. Dif-
ferent strategies exist [14]:

• Static SLA: the operator does not change its sys-
tem; it takes a statistical risk of breaching the
SLA in the future, as in the insurance prediction
models;

• Provisioned SLA: the operator reserves resource
for each SLA, and guarantees the resource will
always have the requested characteristics;

• Adaptive SLA: the operator is able to change the
network configuration. It handles both incidents
and degradations of the network performance.
SLAs are dynamically maintained.

This last approach implies that the SLA defines the
maximum time of degradation of the service. This
duration of degraded SLA [5] must be short: the op-
erator must rapidly act on its infrastructure to restore
its normal performance. The life cycle of the SLAs is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
IBM has focused part of its research on the Web

Services, and for this purpose, Keller and Ludwig
have updated the notion of SLAs by proposing a for-
mal framework [7]. They propose an XML-based de-
composition of SLAs, that we have used as an inspir-
ing model in the context of WSNs.
SLAs decompose themselves into Service Level Ob-

jectives (SLOs), namely logical sub-parts correspond-
ing to a QoS requirement. For instance, At least one
gas index shall be collected each week for 99% of the
client meters. The SLOs are defined during a time
frame, e.g. each working day from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m..

2.2 QoS mechanisms for maintaining

SLAs

In order to fulfill the requirements of the SLAs, the
operator will necessarily use QoS mechanisms, and
particularly on a wireless technology [16]:

• Call Admission Control (CAC);

• Resource Control (e.g. Radio Resource Manage-
ment in radio networks);

• Network Monitoring;

• QoS Prediction;

• Configuration Management.

In wireless networks, the broadcasting nature of
the channel mandates that the nodes control their
transmissions in order to avoid collisions or inter-
ference. In WSNs, one can schedule the communi-
cations, according to algorithms such as the Traffic-
Aware Scheduling Algorithm (TASA) [10], which uses
matching and coloring heuristics to find a commu-
nication solution, given the nodes topology and the
required traffic load.
In WSNs, radio link quality estimation is crucial

to predict if the agreed-upon QoS will be met [3]. It
permits, alongside with other raw measures (e.g. re-
maining energy of the nodes [8], traffic statistics), to
elaborate the composite metrics defined in the SLOs.
Some of these metrics prove that the QoS require-
ment of each SLO is met, and guide the real-time
control actions on the network. Others are defined
as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and sent to
the clients and the WSN operator to show them high
level statistics of the network.
The communication protocols for WSNs have for

long been studied and implemented with the goal
of meeting QoS constraints. A classification of the
MAC layer mechanisms is proposed in [17]. At the
routing layer, the IETF ROLL RPL [15] proposes
the construction of the routing topology based on
Objective Functions (OFs). The OFs include QoS
constraints that the topology must meet at buildup.
IETF CORE CoAP [11] is an application level proto-
col based on UDP and adapted for constrained nodes.
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Finally, one may design WSNs applicative behavior
in order to provide easier resource allocation for con-
current applications [8].

2.3 SLA management architectures

More than separate mechanisms, the SLA Manage-
ment requires that all the above-listed functionalities
be combined into a complete SLA architecture. [12] is
an example of such an SLA architecture, dedicated to
electricity distribution grids. Similarly, we intend to
specify a SLA architecture for urban operated WSNs.
Some works have already considered similar ideas

for generic WSNs. Del Cid et al. proposes a
lightweight middleware platform, to manage flexible
SLAs over WSNs [4], whereas the VITRO project [9]
publicizes a software abstraction layer that enables
virtualization in order to share sensor resource among
various users. Finally, Octopus [6] is an open source,
TinyOS-specific tool enabling monitoring (visualiza-
tion) and human control of WSNs.
However, these approaches do not bridge the gap

between the monitoring of network resources and
node resources and the SLA Management: giving
QoS guarantees for WSNs, at network level, is not
their concern. We propose a complete and generic
architecture for SLA Management over operated
WSNs. The next section gives the general context
on which we apply the proposed SLA Management
architecture.

3 A general scenario for the

SLA architecture

We describe the physical topology on which the pro-
posed SLA architecture is based. We consider a run-
ning operated WSN. The network infrastructure is
composed of two types of nodes (Fig. 2):

• client nodes that may be installed by the client
himself (e.g. gas sensors);

• operator relay nodes owned by the WSN opera-
tor. They will forward all the client traffic be-
tween the source nodes and the sink(s).

WSN Operator

Clients

Client B Client CClient A

Figure 2: Nodes infrastructure of an operated WSN.

The implementation of the client firmware impacts
the global energy consumption: this must be incor-
porated in the SLA. The amount of traffic the client
nodes offer to the relays (and which ones) is a main
part of the contract. This infrastructure permits flex-
ibility: the WSN operator is able to manage the life
cycle of the various SLAs, i.e. it controls the lifetime
of the relay nodes by balancing the traffic on them,
according to the SLAs setup times (when new flows
appear) and terminations.
Our concerns are:

• what occurs when a new client comes with his
nodes and asks to use the operator connectivity
to access the data of his sensors?

• what amount of additional traffic is the relay net-
work currently able to stand?

To answer this, the operator must have an infrastruc-
ture that:

• collects information about the network perfor-
mance and current capacity;

• allows it to decide to admit or not the new client
flows.

If this infrastructure was incorrectly implemented,
the WSN operator could admit a new client without
the necessary resource: the QoS would be degraded
for all the clients, and the lifetime of the relays would
decrease.
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When new relaying nodes are needed to accept a
new client, the WSN operator must have access to
all information that would help a human engineer to
determine how many new nodes would have to be
deployed, and where. The WSN operator must face
two challenges:

• to cover the largest zone possible;

• to densely cover zones of high traffic.

Thus, the strategy of the WSN operator consists in
a tradeoff between the number and the load of its
clients. The initial deployment choices are crucial
(re-deploying a lot of relays is onerous).

Finally, some new routes and configurations must
be automatically computed to reflect the new require-
ments. Moreover, the WSN operator needs to moni-
tor the energy remaining in its nodes in order to an-
ticipate a failure (it is important to change depleted
relays before a breach of service appears).

In this scenario, the architecture introduced in Fig.
3 allows the WSN operator to succeed in all previ-
ously described challenges.

4 Big picture of the SLA archi-

tecture for WSNs

We highlight the generic details of the SLA architec-
ture illustrated in Fig. 3. Then, an overview of a
possible implementation in a 6TiSCH context [13] is
given.

4.1 Architecture steps and motiva-

tions

The SLA architecture is divided into three
temporally-distinct parts :

• the human part, that consists in the (re-
)negotiation of the terms of the SLAs;

• the offline part that deals with the admission of
new services on the WSN;

• and the executive part (i.e. the online part) that
manages the online processes of services on the
WSN (this part must control and monitor the
WSN parameters and maintain the QoS).

In this way, the SLA architecture encompasses all
the aspects of the SLA Management: the left part
of Fig. 3 supports week-scale or month-scale changes
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in human business decisions, whereas the right part
promptly reacts to WSN changes.

4.1.1 Human processes

the negotiation of a SLA between the WSN operator
and a client is the first step of the whole process.
The client describes his high level applicative needs.
He provides the location of the collection points, the
characteristic of the traffic. The client selects the
duration of the contract, and he specifies the KPIs.
The clauses of the SLA are defined accordingly.
The WSN operator processes the SLA in its infor-

mation system. The SLA decomposition into SLOs
is described in Section 4.2. The set of SLOs is then
transmitted to the SLA Admitter (See details in Sec-
tion 5.3).

4.1.2 Admission Process

the SLA Admitter extracts the composite metrics
from the submitted SLOs, their combination, their
period of validity. It evaluates how much WSN re-
source the corresponding new SLA would use. Then,
it consults the WSN state information in the Service
Registry (See details in Section 5.2). It compares the
current WSN availability with the global needed re-
source, including the requirements of the previously
admitted SLAs. It concludes and informs the opera-
tor about the feasibility of the new submitted SLA.
If the current configuration of the WSN doesn’t

meet the new traffic requirements, the WSN can
adopt new rules (self-adaptation), e.g. a new route
setting, to make better use of the WSN resource and
make the admission possible.
If the SLA Admitter rejects a new SLA request,

we go back to the human part: a human manager
should take appropriate business decisions (e.g. make
the admission of strategic clients possible by deploy-
ing complementary devices). Else, it sends the new
flow requirements to the SLA Manager (See details
in Section 5.4).

4.1.3 Integration into the online process

the SLAManager merges the requirements of the new
flows with the information it already has in memory.

It will use this input parameter as a base for its real-
time analysis. This analysis leads to a set of instruc-
tions it will send to the SLA Enforcer (See details in
Section 5.5). For instance, Give node [25-35] 2 daily
opportunities to transmit 200B of data to sink C, in
less than 300 s.
The SLA Manager consults the Service Registry

in real-time to get an up-to-date view of the net-
work state. The Service Registry is fed by the SLA
Observer (Section 5.1) whose role is to monitor the
WSN. The analysis of the SLA Manager consists in:

• composing raw measures into composite metrics;

• comparing the composite metrics with the flows
requirements;

• computing appropriate actions on the nodes con-
figuration.

The SLA Manager reports some of the compos-
ite metrics, specified as KPIs in the SLOs, then
in the SLA, to both the WSN operator and the
clients. Finally, the SLA Enforcer updates in real-
time the WSN nodes configuration, according to the
SLA Manager’s instructions.
We introduced five main functional entities, each

one corresponding to a specific role, and interacting
with the others via well defined interfaces. Future
work will prove the efficiency of the contribution.

4.2 Proposal of SLA decomposition

A SLA is for the operator a logical composition of
SLOs. A typical SLO is illustrated in Listing 1.

<ServiceLevelAgreement name=”GasComp”>
<Se rv i c eLeve lOb j e c t i v e name=”GasDayCR”>

<Va l id i t y>
<Star t> 2016−01−01 </ Star t>
<End> 2030−12−31 </End>

</ Va l i d i t y>
<Express ion>

<Pred icate x s i : t y p e=”Greater ”>
<SLAParameter> DayCol lectRatio </

SLAParameter>
<Value> 0 .95 </Value>

</ Pred i cate>
</Express ion>
<EvaluationEvent> Daily </EvaluationEvent>
<DegradedTolerance> 2 </DegradedTolerance>

</ Se rv i c eLeve lOb j e c t i v e>
<Se rv i c eLeve lOb j e c t i v e name=”GasWeekCR”>

. . .
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</ ServiceLevelAgreement>

Listing 1: XML source code of a Service Level
Objective.

It expresses the requirement of GasComp, a gas
company: 95% of its gas meter indexes must be col-
lected each day. In this example, the SLO contains:

• A complex metric or a parameter:
DayCollectRatio;

• A threshold (the required objective of service,
e.g. 95%): the Value marker;

• An internal comparison operator (between
bound and metric value): Greater;

• An external composition operator (how to com-
bine this SLO with the other ones to form the
full SLA);

• A temporal frame:

– periods of applicability: Validity;

– evaluation frequency and evaluation mode:
EvaluationEvent;

– maximum duration of the degradation of
the SLO: DegradedTolerance.

Some SLOs should define the clients’ obligations:
the behavior of the applications must be contracted
in the SLAs, and checked in real-time, in order to
avoid abusing the WSN.
The complex metric is a high level view of the client

requirement. It will be decomposed into a set of net-
work composite metrics by the SLA Admitter (Sec-
tion 5.3).

4.3 Application to a 6TiSCH environ-

ment

We argue that IEEE 802.15.4e technology is a good
basis for the implementation of a SLA framework for
WSNs. Indeed, the standard is designed for address-
ing QoS requirements of a large number of application
schemes [2].
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Figure 4: Duty cycle of a TSCH node.

4.3.1 Context

IEEE 802.15.4e has several defined modes, depend-
ing on the application requirements. We will here
focus on the Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH)
mode. The industry world has already used chan-
nel hopping technologies such as WirelessHart, and
ISA100.11a. TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e MAC
standard is newer, not application-specific, and more
flexible than its ancestors [10]. It gives a reliable base
for the implementation of QoS mechanisms.

6TiSCH [13] is working on integrating these WSN
in the IP world. This context is advantageous be-
cause all the standard mechanisms and protocols of
the IP stack may be adapted to our needs (e.g. mon-
itoring, storing the information, etc.).

4.3.2 Definition

if we consider the Channel Hopping mode of
IEEE 802.15.4e, the communication is divided into
time-slots during which nodes can communicate on a
defined frequency. Time-frequency blocks are named
cells of communication. Nodes are scheduled to re-
ceive or transmit packets on dedicated cells. The
schedule may also include shared cells where the
nodes participate in a contention if they need to com-
municate. The schedule is applied on a certain quan-
tity of time-slots, namely a slot-frame, and is period-
ically repeated. The nodes sleep during unscheduled
cells (See Fig. 4).

In the centralized approach of 6TiSCH, the Path
Computation Element (PCE) [13] can change the
schedules of the nodes. Whereas in a distributed
scheme, the nodes may run multiple instances of
RPL [15], and autonomously update the topology.
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4.3.3 Application

In 6TiSCH context, the monitoring function is dis-
tributed in each node: each node transmits the raw
measures toward the Service Registry, using a proto-
col for the exchange of the monitoring information,
e.g. the IETF CORE CoAP [11]. RPL routing met-
rics are also a useful information to monitor. The
values can be passively collected by the system. The
monitoring may be integrated in the communication
schedule: some cells may be used to collect the mea-
sures.

The enforcement can be addressed in two ways:

• A central PCE may generate the cell allocation
schedule (the scheduling algorithm being for in-
stance the Traffic-Aware Scheduling Algorithm
(TASA) [10]) according to the service require-
ments;

• inside the RPL routing protocol, the DODAG
roots would initiate distributed updates of the
routing topology.

Guaranteed flows would be assigned dedicated cells,
but the WSN operator can give some permeability to
non-guaranteed traffic by installing shared cells.

Finally, the 6TiSCH context simplifies the admis-
sion process. The knowledge of the schedules of the
nodes simplifies the QoS predictions, since it gives a
clear view on unoccupied remaining cells. Note that
it is also easier to predict the node energy consump-
tion.

We will now get into formal descriptions of the
generic details of each functional entity, and their in-
terfaces with the rest of the architecture.

5 Algorithms for the different

building blocks

We explain here in details how the different processes
work together, and we separate generic algorithms
from technology-dependent implementations.

Service Registry

Topology information

Residual energy

Packet queue state

Packet delivery ratio

Single hop delay

Active Mode  

Passive Mode
Traffic load

Periodic

Reactive

Measure

Measures Measurement

 

WSN

Figure 5: The SLA Observer.

5.1 SLA Observer: monitoring of

WSNs and applications

In order to manage the network, the WSN operator
needs to collect precise information about the perfor-
mance of the nodes. The SLA Observer (Fig. 5) aims
at measuring this information and to transmit it to
the Service Registry.
When designing such a monitoring algorithm for

WSNs, a tradeoff between the energy consumption
and the precision of the measure has to be found.
The client traffic is so heterogeneous, (the applica-
tions can generate from one transmission a day to
several packets each hour [1]), that the measure pay-
load can exceed the data payload at some relay nodes.
Hence, the measure algorithms have to be well de-
signed not to waste energy.

5.1.1 What we measure

raw measures are locally built on each node. The
SLA Observer typically depends on the node technol-
ogy, because the measurement will take place in the
firmware (not all nodes can measure the same Link
Quality Indicators (LQI)) or on the software (average
packet delivery ratio (PDR) may be differently com-
puted) [3]. Measures take place at different protocol
layers (e.g. MAC single-hop delay, routing topology
information, packet queue state of the nodes).
The SLA architecture requires the following end-

to-end or local generic metrics:

• delay;

• packet loss rate;
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• residual energy;

• traffic load.

5.1.2 How we measure

some measurements may be periodically driven. The
period impacts the granularity of the measure: large
sampling (e.g. one measure every hour) is more
energy-efficient than short sampling but does not give
precise information. Clients may need a specific mea-
sure precision, and that could be a reason for differ-
entiation among providers: the WSN operator should
monitor precisely enough its network performance, to
satisfy the client requirements.
Other measurements should only be held in spe-

cific occasions (e.g. when the application layer re-
quests a specific parameter) or depending on previ-
ous measurements (e.g. react when a previous value
has reached a threshold, or when no change has been
seen for long).

5.1.3 How measures are collected

the SLA Observer has to store the local measures
in the Service Registry (See details in Section 5.2).
Depending on the technology, it can:

• use a dedicated channel of communication (out-
of-band) with independent protocol stack. This
requires that the nodes support multiple tech-
nologies. For instance, the measures could be
placed in dedicated CoAP messages [11];

• use passive monitoring: no explicit traffic is gen-
erated on the WSN, a server in the WSN opera-
tor core network centrally observes all the tran-
siting packets;

• use active monitoring: either send dedicated
monitoring packets, or piggyback the measures
onto the data packets. When piggybacking, the
WSN operator may need to inspect data pack-
ets of the client. Thus, confidentiality should be
handled carefully;

• measures may be retrieved either on-demand
(with a specific request message) or periodically.

For instance, the DSME mode of IEEE 802.15.4e
provides periodic link status reports to a central
entity;

• use hybrid monitoring: in order to save band-
width, the SLA Observer can use passive moni-
toring for normal activity, and reactive dedicated
packets in case of incidents or specific applicative
needs.

5.2 Service Registry: a database for

raw measures

The Service Registry contains all the information
about the network performance. The raw measures
produced by the SLA Observer can’t be stored in the
WSN nodes, that are memory-constrained (they can
only keep the current local information). Moreover,
the raw measures must be consulted by the other enti-
ties of the architecture (SLA Manager, SLA Admit-
ter), without occupying the WSN resource. Hence,
the Service Registry must be centralized (e.g. a
database in the WSN operator core network).
We keep the raw measures all along the SLA du-

ration. Thus, if the WSN operator changes the algo-
rithms of the SLA Manager and SLA Admitter, new
policies can be applied taking into account the whole
history of the WSN.
Given that we monitor various sensor nodes, dur-

ing long periods, the measures have to be accurately
identified and classified. We propose the following
log format for the raw measures:

• timestamp: the time of the measure;

• measurer (id): the producer of the measure;

• entity (ids): which entities have been measured;

• type: abstract unit (See Section 5.1.1);

• mode: how it has been measured (See Sec-
tion 5.1.2);

• value: the measure itself.

Producing the timestamp is challenging since mea-
sures are done locally, with local, distributed clocks.
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Nodes may be synchronized (e.g. in IEEE 802.15.4e
TSCH). The impact of the clock drift on the preci-
sion of the measure is then limited, while the energy
cost increases. Passive monitoring, held outside of
the WSN, does not suffer synchronizing issues, but
the measures are less precise.

Note that if the WSN operator updates the SLA
Observer, new Measure Types can be directly writ-
ten if needed. A more detailed example of how raw
measures may be collected from the Service Registry
is given in the following XML-based formalism:

<MeasureRequest ID=”12478”>
<Timestamp>34567890</Timestamp>
<Measurer>

<RelayNode> 46 </RelayNode>
</Measurer>
<Measured>

<RelayNode> 46 </RelayNode>
<RelayNode> 47 </RelayNode>

</Measured>
<Type>

<Layer> MAC </Layer>
<Range> SingleHop </Range>
<metr ic> Delay </metr ic>

</Type>
<Mode name =”Per i od i c ”>

<Period> 60 </Period>
</Mode>
<Value>0 .37</Value>

</MeasureRequest>

Listing 2: XML raw measure exchange format.

5.3 SLA Admitter: Controling the

Admission of new clients

The SLA Admitter (Fig. 6) acts as the interface be-
tween the human decisions and the SLA architecture.

It answers the new SLA installation requests by ana-
lyzing their feasibility, regarding current WSN state.
Hence, the installation of unfeasible SLAs should be
forbidden.
The SLA Admitter first manages the translation

of the SLOs into resource needs for each relay node.
The result of this translation includes:

• the set of relay nodes connecting the client (e.g.
kind of virtual source nodes, owned by the oper-
ator);

• the amount of traffic the new SLA guarantees on
the WSN operator source nodes;

• the delay requirements of the new client flows;

• the time frame of these guarantees (e.g. working
hours) and their duration.

Once the traffic shape is determined, the SLA Ad-
mitter consults the Service Registry. Based on the
raw measures, it computes the current estimation of
the network state:

• the remaining capacity of the WSN operator
source nodes;

• the physical topology information (e.g. the con-
nectivity graph of the WSN);

• the delay each route induces;

• the variations of this information during the time
frame of the composite metrics.

The analysis has to predict the impact of the new
traffic flows on the relay nodes (energy, occupation,
etc.). It must consider changes in the WSN configu-
ration (e.g. new routing paths, load balancing on the
relays, etc.).
These QoS predictions on WSNs are complex,

given the variability of the parameters, and still rep-
resent a research challenge [8, 17].
Note that the granularity of the SLO may vary ac-

cording to the cost strategy of the WSN operator.
Moreover, the WSN technology impacts the preci-
sion and form of the raw measures. Hence, the SLA
Admitter is technology-dependent.
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Figure 7: The SLA Manager.

In cases where the analysis fails to install the new
SLA, the SLA Admitter must give a complete re-
port of the reject to the WSN operator. The report
permits to determine where are the hard points that
have prevented the admission, and what can be done
about it (e.g. deployment of new relays).

The SLA Admitter accepts the SLA request by giv-
ing the corresponding node requirements to the SLA
Manager. Indeed, the output of the analysis is the
set of requirements implied by the SLA installation,
for all the relay nodes.

5.4 SLA Manager: Controlling and

reporting the WSN state

The SLA Manager represents the intelligence of the
system. It interfaces the offline part and the online
part of the SLA architecture.

5.4.1 interface with the SLA Admitter

the SLA Manager stores for each relay node and each
client flow the new incoming resource requirements:

• the expected traffic load;

• the requirements;

• the time frame of application (i.e. the time
bounds during which the requirements apply).

5.4.2 analysis of performance

it collects the raw measures from the service Registry,
and aggregates them into composite metrics that cor-
respond to the set of requirements it has stored. For
instance, it evaluates the end-to-end delay from the
MAC single hop delay values on the path, taking into
account the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and the
buffer state of the nodes. Then the SLA Manager
compares the measured state of the network (i.e. the
composite metrics) with the set of requirements: if
the requirements are not met, the corresponding SLA
is considered degraded.
With such analysis, the SLA Manager may au-

tonomously change the configuration to resolve the
incident. If no parameter can be thwarted to meet
the contracted QoS, an alarm is raised for hu-
man decisions to be taken (manual intervention, re-
negotiation, etc.). QoS provisioning mechanisms in
WSNs still constitute a research challenge [10].
The SLA Manager must also monitor the energy

level of the relay nodes. It reports an alarm to the
WSN operator when necessary (when a threshold is
reached).

5.4.3 reporting

besides the alarms, the SLA Manager reports some of
the composite metrics, denoted as KPIs, to the clients
and the WSN operator to show them specific views on
the behavior or the state of the WSN. For instance,
a client may want to supervise the applicative delay
for packet on specific nodes, in order to write its own
commercial offer, or for troubleshooting purpose on
specific sensors.

5.4.4 action command

the SLA Manager triggers changes in the technology-
dependent configuration of the WSN operator relay
nodes (e.g. Give node [25-35] 2 daily opportunities to
transmit 200B of data to sink C, in less than 300 s).
The generic set of instructions includes:

• the IDs of the nodes concerned by the change;

• the generic characteristics of the change;
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Figure 8: The SLA Enforcer.

The message exchange between the SLA Manager
and the SLA Enforcer depends on the nature of the
SLA Enforcer.

5.5 SLA Enforcer: set up networking

configuration

The SLA Enforcer controls the actual configuration:
it provides each node its routing and MAC instruc-
tions, translating the SLA Manager requirements.
This entity is consequently technology dependent.

While the SLA Manager gives generic require-
ments, the SLA Enforcer translates them in protocol-
dependent instructions. For instance, the SLA En-
forcer will construct a DODAG with an objective
function and some routing metrics directly translated
from the requirements of the SLA Manager. Note
that these changes may impact one specific relay, a
group of nodes, or even the whole operated WSN.

Fig. 8 illustrates an implementation of the SLA En-
forcer in a 6TiSCH context [13]. The node schedules
are directly modified in the PCE, according to the
generic instructions. Then the PCE transmits the
schedules to the nodes.

Note that the SLA Enforcer can also behave in-
dependently of the SLA Manager instructions. For
instance, it may decide to locally balance the traf-
fic over some nodes, or to carry out local Admission
Control on unexpected traffic flows. In this case, con-
figuration loops between the SLA Manager and the
SLA Enforcer have to be avoided.

6 Conclusion

Future increase in the Internet of Things area, partic-
ularly in urban environment, will dynamize the WSN
market. Specific actors denoted in this paper as WSN
operators will sell wireless connectivity that will be
shared among various clients. They will gain prof-
itability by positioning themselves on specific mar-
ket sectors: this differentiation will be based on their
business strategy, i.e the price policy, and on the QoS
guarantees they offer. They will use the SLA frame-
work to settle contractual clauses about these guar-
antees.

We propose a complete roadmap to build an ar-
chitecture for SLA management on WSNs. We dis-
tinguish five functional entities: the SLA Observer,
the Service Registry, the SLA Admitter, the SLA
Manager and the SLA Enforcer. We argue that they
are necessary mechanisms for guaranteeing QoS, thus
maintaining contracted levels of service. Our SLA ar-
chitecture defines efficient interactions between these
entities, and provide the formal algorithms they ap-
ply / run. We focus our examples of implementa-
tion on existing standards, particularly on the robust
IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH technology.

As a future work, we plan to provide an entire im-
plementation. We will evaluate the efficiency of the
admission and management heuristics, the composi-
tion of network measures and the monitoring energy
cost.
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